Collaborative research and publications on Indigenous management among ANZAM members is ongoing and evolving.

I would like to acknowledge my colleagues Professor Jarrod Haar and Associate Professor Diane Ruwhiu who have been leading work on Indigenous management research, and Diane in particular, has done a great job at leading the organisation of the Indigenous business education symposium at ANZAM this year, in partnership with Professor Mark Rose and other colleagues from Australia and Aotearoa.

For my part, Te Au Ranghau at Massey Business School has entered into a memorandum of understanding with Melbourne Business Schools Indigenous Business Leadership Centre led by Associate Professor Michelle Evans and Carlton University’s Indigenous business research centred led by Assistant Professor Rick Colbourne.

In 2021, I think there will be further scope to run events linked directly to ANZAM’s Indigenous Issues Special Interest Group.

Appreciate the support from ANZAM.

Regards

Associate Professor, Jason Mika
Massey University, New Zealand